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Why infrastructure?



Infrastructure is about movement



To provide services for us to live, work and play

Globally connected

AccessibilityHousing

Resilient

Environment

HealthSafety

Economy



High quality infrastructure creates access and opportunity

But done poorly – it can exacerbate disadvantage



New Zealand doesn’t do very well

World Economic Forum: Global Competitiveness Report 2019



$75+ billion

A large deficit has built up



But that’s just the beginning … 



The challenge is not spread      evenly



And it’s not always about growth … 

Source: Figure.NZ, Statistics New Zealand

Population projection – Southland Region

By 2050, around two thirds of all territorial authorities will be stagnant or declining



Our infrastructure needs are changing

The population is aging

Source: Statistics New Zealand



And so are the challenges
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There’s a lot at stake for young New Zealanders
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Source: 16th Annual Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey (2019: 3rd Quarter)
*Hong Kong has a median multiple of 20.8 

Housing markets ranked by affordability 2019

New Zealand cities rank position out of 
310 cities:

• Whangarei: 234th

• Christchurch: 242nd

• Palmerston: 261st

• Wellington: 275th

• Dunedin: 276th

• Hamilton: 279th

• Napier-Hastings: 286th

• Auckland: 302nd

• Tauranga: 305th

Tauranga

Auckland
Napier-Hastings

Hamilton

Wellington & Dunedin

Palmerston
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310 housing markets, from most affordable to least affordable



But predicting the future isn’t always easy

Source: Statistics New Zealand



And cost pressures add grit to the engine

Average cost per kilometer, railway projects, 2020 $US million

Source: Gratton Institute



This is an important moment for infrastructure

• Resource management reform

• Three waters reform

• Climate change response: Emissions Reduction Plan, National 

Adaption Plan, Adaptation Act 

• Health and disability sector reform

• Waste legislation review and waste strategy development

• Review into the Future for Local Government



Submissions close July 2nd







Getting the infrastructure settings right 



Our future welfare and livelihoods depend 
increasingly on the less glamorous work of 
improving our existing infrastructures.

Scotland Infrastructure Commission

Most of our 2050 infrastructure is already around us

Source: United Kingdom Infrastructure Commission



But are we making the most of it?

Land use/Infrastructure Integration

Source: PwC, CRLL, Valocity

17,000+ new build homes built since early 
2019 …

… Kingsland accounts for 9

Single 
Dwelling Zone

Terraced 
apartments

https://www.datawrapper.de/_/Bpvyl/
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Source: Land Information New Zealand, Local Government District Plans



New assets can’t solve every infrastructure problem

Source: Auckland Forecasting Centre, Macro Strategic Model Outputs, The 
Congestion Question
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Lessons from Stockholm

Day before and day after congestion charging

“One in four cars 
disappeared”



Lessons from the United Kingdom



Up in smoke 

Lessons from 30 years of sustained policy effort to reduce smoking

Pricing (demand management)

Alternatives (help to quit)

Education and communication

Non-partisan

Culture shift
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In the first ten months, ~4m vehicles used the 
bridge (1959). The total was 5.5m in 1961, 
15m in the year to 1970 and exceeded 32m 
by the mid-1980s …

The bridge triggered an explosion of 
development on the North Shore and the 
early traffic growth at more than 13 per cent 
a year led to the decision in 1964 to add two 
more lanes on each side of the bridge.

Grimes, 2011

What about options to improve infrastructure planning?

Lead infrastructure



• 100 Year Plan

• When developed, only 10% of Manhattan developed

• Provided for almost a century of urban growth, including 
significant ongoing intensification of the island

• It enabled cost-effective adoption of new transport 
technologies, including development using cut-and-cover 
construction on straight, wide arterial corridors.

• The next iteration provided another century of growth –
which filled up in 35 years

• Are we thinking far enough into the future?

The Commissioners Map of the City of New York



A 30-Year Infrastructure Strategy for New Zealand

• Take a long term approach

• Identify critical challenges and road blocks

• Propose system level changes

• Minister to respond to recommendations

• Renewed every five years

• A strategy by New Zealand, for New Zealand

Photo by Casey Horner on Unsplash



Thank you!


